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Introduction
There’s plenty of research to show that babies and children who enjoy a
stimulating home environment learn better and more quickly. So, what
parents and caregivers do to lay the groundwork for learning early on is an
investment that pays back throughout the child’s life.
This book has been written especially for parents to use with their young
children at home. However, it can also be used by caregivers and workers in
daycare and child care settings. It contains 50 simple activities that can be
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A NOTE ON SAFETY
Care must be taken at all times when dealing with toddlers and young children.
Common sense will be your main guide, but here are a few ideas to help you have
fun safely:
Toddlers and young children naturally explore things by bringing them to their
mouths. This is fine, but always check that toys and other objects you use are clean.
Although rare, swallowing objects or choking on them is a hazard. Some children
are more susceptible than others. If you are concerned about choking, buy a
choking tester from a retail baby-supply store.
A child’s lungs are delicate. They need clean air. Never smoke near your child, and
don’t allow anyone else to do so.
Children are naturally inquisitive, and you will want to encourage this. However,
secure and happy children are often unaware of danger. Your toddler needs you to
watch out for him. Make sure you are always there. You can’t watch your toddler all
the time, but don’t leave him alone and unsupervised for more than a few minutes
at a time. Even when he is asleep, check on him regularly.
The objects and toys we suggest here have been chosen for their safety.Nevertheless,
most things can be dangerous if they go wrong or are not used properly:
l

Mobiles and toys tied to baby gyms are great to encourage looking and
reaching, but check that they are fastened securely.

l

Ribbons and string are fascinating to children, but they can be a choking
hazard. They can also become wrapped around arms, legs, and necks.

l

Toddlers are natural explorers. They need clean floors.
Store outdoor shoes away from areas where your toddler
will be walking and crawling.

l

If your toddler is just learning to balance, either sitting or
standing, make sure she has a soft landing. If your toddler is
starting to walk, look out for trip hazards.
Take care with furniture. Make sure your
toddler is fastened securely into her high
chair. Pad sharp edges of tables and
other furniture.

l
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HELPFUL HINTS
If your baby finds this difficult, try at first with
just one object on a tray. Give him plenty of
time to explore and enjoy the object—don’t
worry if he doesn’t want to give it up at first.

Over to You
giving and taking
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

a basket of everyday
objects (for example:
brushes, sponges, plastic
cups, wooden spoons,
rattles, and so on)

re?
Ready for mo
seems
If your baby
on,
ready to move
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ask him to giv
ing. Name
particular th
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prompting u
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this until you
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your baby is
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doesn’t get it
later.
a few weeks

WHAT TO
DO:

What is your child
learning?
This is important for
learning to identify
objects and naming them,
as well as for developing
the concept of sharing

D I D YO

U
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Interaction
s with oth
people sti
er
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rain
growth in
young
children
—this he
lps
learning.

1. Make sure
your baby
is sitting
comfortably and
well supported. Sit opposite from him.
2. Put the basket between
you; together, have a good look at all the
objects.
3. Take one of the objects and offer it to your
baby. Talk while you do so, and be sure to
name the object: “Here you are—here’s a
spoon. Can you take it?”
4. Encourage your baby to take the object from
you.
5. Ask him to give it back to you: “Can you give
me the spoon?” Reward him with praise and
smiles if he does, but don’t worry if he wants
to hang on to it.
Another idea: Play this game at bath time with
bath toys.
9
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It’s Your Choice
learning to point
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

l

three small boxes with
lids (shoe boxes are
ideal)
three small soft toys
e?
Ready for mor
y game
Play a memor
s. Ask,
xe
with the bo
teddy?”
“Where’s your
e your baby
and encourag
e box where
to point to th
is. Put a
she thinks it
ch box. Talk
picture in ea
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What is your child
learning?
Gesturing is an important
way of making yourself
understood, and pointing
is especially important.
This activity develops the
use of gestures and helps
with linking language to
body signals. It also leads
to making choices and
communicating them.

WHAT TO DO:

D I D YO

K N OWU ?

Research
tells us th
children
learn to d at
ecode
facial exp
ressions
and gestu
res befor
e
understa
nding
language
.

1. Place a soft toy
in each box. Put
the lids on and
put the boxes on
the floor. Sit down
with your baby.
2. Show her the boxes. Shake each one to
grab her attention. Invite her to choose a
box. As she reaches toward a box say, “This
one. You want this one?” As you say this,
make a clear pointing gesture.
3. Open the box together and say the name of
the toy it contains.
4. Hug the soft toy and play together; for
example, give the teddy bear a drink, or
brush the monkey’s hair.
5. If your baby is just starting to point, gently
take her hand to help her point to and
touch the box of her choice.
6. Explore all the boxes, encouraging your
baby to use pointing to show choices.
Another idea: Put a hat, a glove, and a shoe in
the boxes. Put on the one that’s chosen.
HELPFUL HINTS
Some children find pointing difficult. Be patient
and help by guiding her hand. If your baby goes
to a babysitter or daycare, tell her caregiver
that you’re working on pointing. If your
child loses concentration, hide some bright
interesting toys in the boxes.
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D I D YO

HELPFUL HINTS
Make sure the stuff is soft enough for your
child to squeeze it. Allow plenty of time for
him to explore and enjoy the textures. Watch
carefully for likes and dislikes. Some children
don’t like the feel of some squishy stuff.

U

K N OW?

If brain c
ells are n
ot
linked up
and stren
g
th
ened
at an earl
y age, the
se
connecti
ons may
not
form at a
ll.

Squeezy Peasy
using hands to explore
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

l

a shallow bowl, a board,
or a small tray
squishy stuff, such as
dough or cooked pasta
e?
Ready for mor
e implement
Offer a simpl
k, a small
(a plastic bric
) with which
ball, or a reel
n bash
your child ca
Provide
the mixtures.
and plastic
gelatin molds
child to
tools for your
experiment.
What is your child
learning?
Young children learn
through touch, so
allowing them to
experiment like this is
important. The more you
talk about what you are
doing, the better your
child will learn to apply
language to actions.

WHAT TO DO:

1. Mix the dough or cook the pasta where your
child can see, hear, and smell what you are
doing. Leave cooked items to cool.
2. Put some of the squishy stuff between you on
the board or tray or in the bowl.
3. Encourage your child to reach out and grab
some of the stuff with both hands. Join in the
fun!
4. Talk about how it feels as you squeeze the
stuff in your hands and between your fingers.
Use words like squishy, slimy, and smushy.
A baby or younger child may bring the stuff
toward his face. Don’t worry if he puts some in
his mouth. However, don’t keep mixtures too
long. Throw them away after use, and make
some more.
Another idea: Add scented herbs (mint,
oregano) to a pastry mix or dough.
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Strings ‘n’ Things
making a tactile string
WHAT YOU NEED:

WHAT TO DO:

laces or short lengths of
wool, string, ribbon, or
cord
l things to thread on the
strings—for example, big
buttons, beads, spools,
or pieces of paper towel
tubes

1. Make some
learning?
strings of things.
Babies and young
Put one sort of
children love collections
item on each
of things to play with.
string—for
These strings of things
example, buttons will promote hand control
on one, beads on and wrist movements.
another. Work
They will also encourage
where your baby
exploring and using
can watch you,
language.
and talk about
what you
are doing.
2. Put three or four of the strings in
front of your baby—perhaps a string
of beads, a piece of chain, or a
few ribbons.
3. Watch to see what she does. Talk
quietly as she works,
encouraging her and
commenting on what she
is doing. Help if she needs it
(she probably won’t!), but stay
near her and watch what’s going on.

l

e?
Ready for mor
me tins
Introduce so
(clean, with
without lids
s). Sitting
no sharp edge
ngling
babies love da
the tins.
ribbons into
r light
If you give he
ake an
m
chains, they’ll
e
is as they
interesting no
.
touch the tins

What is your child

Another idea: Try ribbons and strings of
different colors—see which your baby prefers.
HELPFUL HINTS
This activity is better for babies who sit and crawl rather than children who have
learned how to stand. Make sure the strings aren’t too long. The child should be
able to hold them up by one end.
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D I D YO

U

K N OW?

Developin
g fine mo
tor
control o
f hand an
d wrist
is essenti
al for lea
rning to
manipula
te objects
.
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Let’s Dance

feeling security, showing
affection

D I D YO

WHAT YOU NEED:
l

some music on a CD, on
the radio, or on an MP3
player (experiment with
different sorts of music)
e?
Ready for mor
a sitting
“Dance” with
ing his hands
child by hold
em in the
and moving th
ve you
air (this will gi
who is
by
a rest!). A ba
d will
an
st
beginning to
you
h
it
w
e
love to danc
nds.
holding his ha

WHAT TO DO:

U

K N OW?

Positive in
1. Pick up your
teraction
s with
caring ad
ults stim
baby or toddler
u
late a
young ch
ild’s brain
and dance
and
improve
the links
around the
between
brain cell
s.
room with him,
holding him close
to your body. Hum or
sing along with the music.
2. Make sure your child can see your face and
make eye contact.
3. Some children love being swung high in the
air in time to the music.
4. After a while, sit down together and take your
child’s hands in yours, following the rhythm
of the music as you wave or clap together.

Another idea: Wave bells, a shaker (rice in a tin
will do), or a bunch of ribbons as you dance.
What is your child
learning?

HELPFUL HINTS
You can dance with a child in a cart or a
wheelchair. Some children don’t like being
moved rapidly. Start gently and slowly with
relaxed music. Children enjoy doing this with
others. Involve a friend’s child or a brother or
sister.

Music and dancing
are great activities for
making you both feel
close, happy, and secure.
Developing a sense of
rhythm is an important
part of child development
and has a big effect on
learning
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Look Who’s Here!
fun with mirrors
WHAT YOU NEED:
l
l
l

a mirror
a hat
a pair of glasses or a
bangle
D I D YO

U

K N OW?

Children
learn to ta
lk by
hearing w
ords over
and
over again
, attachin
g them
to objects
, people,
and
actions.

e?
Ready for mor
gurt on your
Dab some yo
urage your
nose and enco
h toward you
child to reac
ur face.
and explore yo
s” shampoo
Use a “no tear
e froth on
to make som
Rub away
a play mirror.
see the
the bubbles to
reflection.

WHAT TO DO:

What is your child

1. Sit beside your
learning?
child in front of
The “tipping off the hat”
the mirror.
game will help develop
2. Make some faces prediction. Look for your
in the mirror. Say child showing anticipation
and excitement.
or sing hello to
Practicing words and
your
facial expressions
child. Smile
supports communication
and reach for
skills.
the mirror.
Encourage her
to respond to the reflections by copying or
reaching toward them.
3. Put the hat on your head and then tip it off
slowly, saying, “Gone.” Offer your child the
hat to put back on your head or on hers. Tip it
off gently with smiles and say, “Gone.”
4. Do the same with the pair of glasses or the
bangle.
5. Use words and smiles to praise her responses
(copying, reaching, putting on the hat, and
tipping it off again).
Another idea: Get a small plastic play mirror,
and leave it where your child can find it and play
with it on her own.
HELPFUL HINTS

For babies and small children, play the “tipping off the hat” game face to face
before trying it in the mirror. Some babies and young children may need to be
supported to help head control or balance.
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HELPFUL HINTS
Some children find any sort of massage very
relaxing and may fall asleep! Make sure your
child is safely supported, particularly if he is
very young. Talk all the time about what you are
doing and what he might be feeling. Use words
like soft, smooth, and gentle, and name the
parts of the body being massaged—arm, hand,
finger, cheek, and so on.

What is your child
learning?
Like baby massage, this
activity will help bond
the relationship between
you and your child. It also
helps with the idea of
taking turns. Naming and
describing feelings and
impressions will develop
vocabulary.

Smooth Operator
feeling hands and faces
WHAT YOU NEED:
l

l

baby lotion or perfumefree moisturizer
a shallow tray or plastic
container
e?
Ready for mor
massage
Use perfumed
lotion
oils instead of
ts and
en
sc
(choose mild
ands). Play
reputable br
thing and
together at ba
lotion on a
then putting
baby doll.

WHAT TO DO:

D I D YO

U

K N OW?

1. Put some lotion
Close con
tact will
on the tray or in
now
have a po
s
it
ive effect
the container.
on
personal
relations
hips
2. Sit beside your
later in li
fe.
baby or toddler.
3. Put a finger in the
lotion and feel it between
your finger and thumb. Smooth some on your
own hand.
4. Encourage your child to touch and feel the
lotion.With one finger, gently put a little
lotion on his hand or cheek. Spread it out,
massaging it into his skin. Talk about what
you are doing. This will help him understand
what he is feeling,
5. Then, encourage him to
spread lotion on your hand or arm. Talk about
how nice it feels.
Another idea: You can also do this at change
time or after a bath.
17
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Splashing Out

grabbing, feeling, and letting go
WHAT YOU NEED:

WHAT TO DO:

small sponges
l a washcloth
l lukewarm water
l a plastic tray

This activity works well in the bath.
1. Soak the sponges and the washcloth in
warm water.
2. Sit opposite your baby or toddler and offer
the sponges one at a time.
3. Encourage her to grab the sponge, squeeze it,
and then drop it onto the tray.
4. Play alongside your baby, squeezing and
dropping the sponge onto the tray.
5. Share the fun with smiles and say, “Drip,
drip”; when the sponge has been dropped, say
and gesture, “Gone.”
6. Do the same with the washcloth.

l

e?
Ready for mor
ges and
Put the spon
an empty
washcloth in
box and help
plastic food
lift them
your baby to
squeeze,
from the box,
ase.
and then rele

Another idea: Add some “no tears” shampoo to
the warm water and make bubbles.

What is your child
learning?
HELPFUL HINTS
Allow your child plenty of time to explore.
Younger children may not immediately reach for
the sponges. Gently squeeze the warm water on
to the back of her hand to encourage her.

Gripping and holding
have to be learned.
Picking up and releasing
the sponges and
washcloth will encourage
fine control of fingers
and thumbs.
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